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Loss of heterozygosity (LOH) has previously been demonstrated at multiple chromosome microsatellites in
primary and metastatic melanomas. Epidermotropic metastases of melanoma are unique in their varied
histopathologic appearance, which can mimic a primary lesion. Our objective was to compare LOH profiles in
primary and epidermotropic metastatic melanoma to delineate their clonal relationship. We examined the
pattern of allelic loss in the primary melanomas of nine patients in addition to the 21 corresponding
epidermotropic metastatic melanomas (average 2.3 metastases per patient). DNA samples were prepared from
formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissue sections using laser capture microdissection. Eight DNA micro-
satellite markers on six different chromosomes were analyzed: D1S214 (1p), D6S305 (6q), D9S171 (9p), D9S157
(9p), IFNA (9p), D10S212 (10q), D11S258 (11q), D18S70 (18q). In addition, X-chromosome inactivation analysis
was performed in tumors from four women. LOH was seen in 67% (6/9) of primary melanomas and 81% (17/21)
of epidermotropic metastatic melanomas. The most frequent allelic losses in informative cases occurred at
10q (33%), 9p (22%), and 11q (22%) in primary melanomas, and at 10q (50%), 1p (44%), and 6q (39%) in
epidermotropic metastatic melanomas. Primary lesions demonstrating LOH had concordant allelic loss in at
least one locus in a corresponding epidermotropic metastatic melanoma in 83% (5/6) of cases. X-chromosome
analysis showed nonrandom inactivation in 75% (3/4) and 71% (5/7) of primary melanoma and epidermotropic
metastatic melanoma cases, respectively. Our LOH and X-chromosome inactivation analysis data suggest that
epidermotropically metastatic melanomas are clonally related to their primary lesion in many cases. Our data
also indicated that some cases diagnosed as epidermotropic metastatic melanoma might be divergent clones
or new primaries rather than metastatic disease.
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Introduction

Epidermotropic metastatic melanoma is an uncom-
mon form of melanoma metastasis that can pose
significant difficulty histopathologically in its dis-
tinction from a new primary melanoma. The clinical
implications in this distinction are of paramount
importance in staging and prognosis: a patient with
multiple primary melanomas is staged based on the

primary lesion with the worst prognostic features,
whereas a patient with a distant cutaneous metas-
tasis has stage IV disease with an approximate 10%
5-year survival rate.1–3

The histopathologic characteristics for differen-
tiating epidermotropic metastatic melanoma from a
primary melanoma were first proposed by Kornberg4

in 1978. According to that report, the following
three features favored a diagnosis of epidermotropic
metastatic melanoma: (1) thinning of the epidermis
by the underlying aggregates of atypical melanocytes
in the dermis, often in association with widened
dermal papillae and an epidermal collarette at the
periphery of the tumor; (2) atypical melanocytes
present within endothelial lined spaces, and (3) a
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zone of atypical melanocytes in the dermis equal to
or broader than the epidermal component. However,
since the original description, multiple reports have
described the varied histopathologic presentations
of epidermotropic metastatic melanomas, proposed
additional criteria, and questioned whether histo-
pathology alone can differentiate these metastases
from a new primary melanoma.5–12

Molecular studies of melanoma and its metastases
in various forms have revealed frequent genetic
alterations. Traditional ideology infers that tumors
result when a single transformed cell leads to a
clonal population of malignant cells. Further diver-
gence of the clone may result in subpopulations of
neoplastic cells, some of which gain the capacity to
metastasize.13–17 Although genetic heterogeneity is
the norm in melanoma,18–22 it would be expected
that a primary melanoma and its metastases would
share at least one or more genetic alterations.
Studies to date have shown that loss of hetero-
zygosity (LOH) on 9p and 10q has been associated
with early-stage primary disease, whereas LOH on
6q, 1p, 8q, and 11q has been associated with
progression and metastasis.19 In this report, we
studied primary melanomas and their correspond-
ing epidermotropic metastases using LOH analysis
and X-chromosome inactivation analysis to deline-
ate their clonal relationship.

Materials and methods

Cases were obtained using a diagnostic search for
epidermotropic metastatic melanomas from the
dermatopathology and surgical pathology case files
at Indiana University and the University of Louis-
ville dermatopathology files from January 1998 to
September 2004. Only those patients with both the
primary melanoma and corresponding epidermotro-
pic metastatic melanomas available for review were
included in the study. Archived formalin-fixed,

paraffin-embedded tissue was obtained for nine
patients (five men, four women; mean age 51 years),
including their primary lesion and 21 epidermo-
tropic metastatic melanoma’s (average 2.3 epider-
motropic metastatic melanoma’s per patient)
totaling 30 tumors. Table 1 lists the clinical
characteristics for each case. Corresponding glass
slides were reviewed for histologic confirmation
(Figure 1) and to ensure adequate tumor was present
for laser capture microdissection.

Histologic sections were prepared from the re-
trieved archival tissue, one of which was stained
with hematoxylin and eosin for use as an identifica-
tion slide for tumor cells. Laser-assisted microdis-
section of primary and metastatic melanoma was
performed (Figure 2) on unstained sections using a
PixCell II Laser Capture Microdissection (LCM)
system (Arcturus Engineering, Mountain View, CA,
USA) as described previously.23–26 Approximately
400–1000 cells of primary and metastatic melanoma
were microdissected from the 5-mm histologic sec-
tions. Normal tissue from each case was microdis-
sected as a control.

The dissected cells were deparaffinized with
xylene and ethyl alcohol. Amplification of geno-
mic DNA via polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was
performed at various specific loci on six different
chromosomes, using the following primers (Research
Genetics Inc., Huntsville, AL, USA): D1S214 (1p),
D6S305 (6q), D9S157 (9p), D9S171 (9p), IFNA (9p),
D10S212 (10q), D11S528 (11q), D18S70 (18q). PCR
amplification and gel electrophoresis were performed
as described previously.27–31 The criterion for allelic
loss was complete or nearly complete (Z75%)
absence of one allele in tumor DNA.27–29,32–34 PCRs
for each polymorphic microsatellite marker were
repeated at least twice from the same DNA prepara-
tions, and the same results were obtained. Results
were reported as noninformative when visual
inspection could not distinguish two distinct band
forms in control DNA following PCR amplification.

Table 1 Clinical characteristics of nine patients with epidermotropic metastatic melanoma

Patient/age
(years)/sex

Primary site Depth (mm)/level
of primary

Interval to
metastasis (mo)

No./site of metastases

1/55/F Back 0.6/III–IV 64 4/all on left buttock
2/55/M Right back 3.0/IV Concurrent 1/right flank

4 2/left scalp, upper chest
3/51/M Right temple 4.5/IV 7 1/back

8 1/right back
4/58/M Right superior shin 5.0/IV Concurrent 1/right inferior shin

5 3/right lower calf, right upper calf,
right thigh

5/39/M Sole of right foot 3.0/IV 22 2/right anterior thigh, right
posterior thigh

48 1/right thigh
6/27/M Left leg 3.5/IV 58 2/left temple, not specified
7/44/F Not specified 1.4/IV 36 1/right hip
8/80/F Left foot 0.9/IV Concurrent 1/left leg
9/50/F Lower back 1.9/IV Concurrent 1/upper back
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X-chromosome inactivation was performed on the
melanomas from the four female patients. DNA
samples were prepared from both primary and
metastatic melanoma tumor components. Dissected

cells were placed in 50 ml of buffer (10mM Tris-HCl,
1mM EDTA, 1% Tween 20, and 0.4mg/ml of
proteinase K at pH 8.3) and incubated overnight at
371C. Proteinase K inactivation was achieved by
boiling the solution for 10min; subsequently the
solution was used directly for clonal analysis with-
out further purification. Aliquots (8 ml) of the DNA
extract were digested overnight at 371C with 1U of
HhaI restriction endonuclease (New England Bio-
labs Inc., Beverly, MA, USA) in a total volume of
10 ml. Control reactions incubating equivalent ali-
quots of the DNA extract in digestion buffer lacking
HhaI endonuclease were performed for each sample.
Following incubation, 3ml of digested or nondi-

Figure 1 Histopathologic features of a primary melanoma (a), and
a corresponding epidermotropic metastases (b, c). The metastasis
demonstrates a dermal component broader than the epidermal
component (b) and an epidermal collarette (c).

Figure 2 Laser capture microdissection of primary melanoma
before (a) and after (b) microdissection with resultant micro-
dissected tumor (c).
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gested DNA was amplified in a 25-ml PCR volume,
containing 0.1 ml 32[P]a-labeled deoxyadenosine tri-
phosphate (dATP) (3000Ci/mmol), 4mM AR-sense
primer (50-TCC AGA ATC TGT TCC AGA GCG TGC-
30), 4 mM AR-antisense primer (50-GCT GTG AAG
GTT GCT GTT CCT CAT-30), 4% dimethyl sulfoxide,
2.5mM MgCl2, 300 mM deoxycytidine triphosphate,
300 mM deoxythymidine triphosphate, 300 mM deox-
yguanosine triphosphate, 300mM dATP, and 0.65U
Taq polymerase (Perkin-Elmer Corp., Norwalk, CT,
USA).

Each PCR amplification consisted of the following
steps: denaturation at 951C for 8min, followed by 37
cycles at 951C for 40 s, at 631C for 40 s and at 721C for
60 s, and then a single final extension step at 721C
for 10min. PCR products were then diluted with
4ml of loading buffer, containing 95% formamide,
20mM EDTA, 0.05% bromphenol blue, and 0.05%
xylene cyanol FF (Sigma Chemical Co., St Louis,
MO, USA). Samples were heated to 951C for 5min,
followed by placement on ice. A portion of the
reaction mixture (3 ml) was loaded onto 6.5%
polyacrylamide-denaturing gels without formamide,
and the PCR products were separated by electro-
phoresis at 80W for 2h. The bands were observed
after autoradiography with Kodak X-OMAT film
(Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, NY, USA) for
8–16h.

Cases were considered informative if two AR
allelic bands were detected after PCR amplification
in normal control samples that had not been treated
with HhaI, and only these were included in the
analysis. Nonrandom X-chromosome inactivation
was defined as a complete or nearly complete
(Z75%) absence of an AR allele after HhaI diges-
tion, which indicated a predominance of one
allele.30,31,35,36 Tumors were considered to be of the
same clonal origin if the same AR allelic inactiva-
tion pattern was detected in both the primary
melanoma and its corresponding epidermotropic
metastatic melanomas. Conversely, tumors were
considered to be of independent origin if alternate
predominance of AR alleles after HhaI digestion
(different allelic inactivation patterns) was detected
in the primary and metastatic melanoma compo-
nents.

Results

The overall frequency of allelic loss was 67% (6/9)
in the primary melanomas and 81% (17/21) in the
epidermotropic metastatic melanomas (Figure 3).
The most frequent allelic losses in informative cases
occurred at 10q (33%), 9p (22%), and 11q (22%) in
primary melanomas, and at 10q (50%), 1p (44%),
and 6q (39%) in epidermotropic metastatic melano-
mas (Figure 4). The frequency of allelic loss in all of
the informative primary tumors was as follows: 2/9
(22%) at D9S171, 1/8 (13%) at D6S305, 2/9 (22%)
at D11S528, 1/7 (14%) at D1S214, 2/6 (33%) at

D10S212, 1/9 (11%) at D9S157, 0/8 (0%) at IFNA,
and 1/8 (13%) at D18S70. The frequency of allelic
loss in all of the informative epidermotropic
metastatic melanomas was as follows: 8/21 (38%)
at D9S171, 7/18 (39%) at D6S305, 2/21 (9%) at
D11S528, 7/16 (44%) at D1S214, 6/12 (50%)
at D10S212, 8/21 (38%) at D9S157, 2/19 (11%) at
IFNA, and 5/17 (29%) at D18S70.

Of those primary lesions demonstrating LOH,
83% (5/6) had concordant allelic loss in at least
one locus of a corresponding epidermotropic meta-
static melanoma lesion and 33% (2/6) had concor-
dant allelic loss in two loci (Table 2). Nonrandom
inactivation of X-chromosome was seen in 75%

Figure 3 Representative electrophoretic gels from LOH analysis
of cases 3 and 4 (a, b), and X-chromosome inactivation analysis
of case 8 (c). N¼normal; P¼primary; EMM¼ epidermotropic
metastatic melanoma, �¼without hHaI digestion,þ ¼ with hHaI
digestion. Case 3 demonstrates identical patterns of allelic loss on
chromosome 1p for the primary lesion and its corresponding
epidermotropic metastatic melanoma (a). Case 4 at chromosome
9p shows epidermotropic metastatic melanomas that appear
related to each other, but clonally not related to the primary
melanoma (b). Case 8 demonstrates clonal relationship with
inactivation of the X-chromosome in both the primary and
metastatic lesion (c).
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(3/4) of primary lesions and 71% (5/7) of epidermo-
tropic metastatic melanomas. Based on LOH and
X-chromosome inactivation patterns, as represented
in Table 2, interpretations were made as follows:
four cases demonstrated clonally related primary
and metastatic lesions (cases 1, 3, 7, and 8); one case
was likely clonally related as some shared patterns
were observed (case 2); one case shared clonal
relation to one of its epidermotropic metastases,
but demonstrated independent origin from a second
epidermotropic metastatic lesion (case 6); one case

demonstrated clonal relationship among the four
epidermotropic metastatic melanomas, but not be-
tween the primary melanoma and the metastatic
lesions (case 4); one case showed an epidermotropic
metastatic melanoma that was independent from
the primary lesion (case 9); and one case had in-
conclusive results because of rare LOH and non-
informative loci (case 5).

Discussion

Many studies have investigated the genetic relation-
ships between melanoma and its various forms of
metastatic lesions.19–21,37–39 However, the present
study is the first to assess clonal genetic relation-
ships between primary melanomas and an uncom-
mon subtype of metastasis, the epidermotropic
metastatic melanoma. The importance of studying
this relationship is underscored by the fact that
histopathology alone may be insufficient to distin-
guish an epidermotropic metastatic melanoma from
a new primary lesion. Kornberg’s original histo-
pathologic criteria for epidermotropic metastatic
melanoma have been challenged since his original
report in 1978.4 Descriptions of epidermotropic
metastatic melanomas that are present, more similar
to a primary melanoma, with epidermal components
of atypical melanocytes that are broader than thoseFigure 4 Percentages of LOH at the different chromosome loci.

Table 2 LOH profiles in primary melanomas and corresponding epidermotropic metastatic melanomas

Patient lesion d9s171 d6s305 d11s528 d1s214 d10s212 d9s157 ifna d18s70 x

1 P R R L R — R R — L
EMM 1 R R R R — R R — L
EMM 2 L L R L — L R — L
EMM 3 R L R R — R R — L
EMM 4 R R L R — L R — R

2 P R R R R — R R L
EMM 1 R R R R — L R R
EMM 2 L R R R — L R L
EMM 3 R L R R — L R L

3 P L L R L — R R R
EMM 1 L R R L — R R R
EMM 2 R R R L — R L L

4 P L R L R R R R R
EMM 1 L L R L R R R R
EMM 2 R L R L R R R R
EMM 3 L R R L L R R R
EMM 4 R R L L L R R R

5 P R — R — R R R R
EMM 1 R — R — R R R R
EMM 2 R — R — R R R R
EMM 3 R — R — L R R R

6 P R R R — R R — R
EMM 1 R R R — R R — R
EMM 2 L R R — L L — L

7 P R R R R L R R R L
EMM 1 L L R R L L R R L

8 P R R R R L L R R L
EMM 1 R R R R L L R L L

9 P R R R R R R R R R
EMM 1 L L R R R R L R R

EMM¼ epidermotropic metastatic melanoma; L¼ loss of heterozygosity; �¼non-informative; P¼primary melanoma; R¼ alleles retained.
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seen in the dermis, in addition to epidermotropic
metastatic melanomas, simulating melanoma in situ,
have been reported.6,11 Additionally, evolving criter-
ia for epidermotropic metastatic melanomas, such as
angiotropism, maturation, and striking pagetoid
spread have been described.5,7 Thus, there is a
group of epidermotropic metastatic melanomas that
fit the classic description; however, there is also a
group that does not, often leading to significant
diagnostic challenge in differentiating a metastasis
from a new primary lesion. The resulting implica-
tions for staging and prognosis rest on accurately
delineating this differential diagnosis.

Our findings, based on LOH analysis and X-
chromosome inactivation analysis indicate that, in
most cases, epidermotropic metastases are or are
likely to be related to the primary lesion. However,
some of the discordant results indeed confirm that
histopathology alone may be insufficient to distin-
guish between a new primary melanoma vs a
metastatic lesion. For example, one of the cases
had shared clonality among the four metastatic
lesions, but none of these metastases shared clon-
ality with the primary lesion. This raises the
possibility that perhaps this patient had two
primary melanomas, one of which gave rise to a
subpopulation that then metastasized. Another case
demonstrated a clonal genetic relationship between
the primary lesion and one of the two epidermo-
tropic metastatic lesions. The second epidermotro-
pic metastatic melanoma did not share clonality,
and the possibility that this represented a new
primary lesion warrants consideration. Further-
more, there was one case where the primary
melanoma and single epidermotropic metastatic
melanoma demonstrated independent origin. If in
reality, the metastasis was a new primary, it is likely
that this patient would be downstaged resulting in a
different management strategy and an improved
prognosis.

We do recognize that one limitation to any
molecular study of melanoma is directly related to
the intra- and intertumoral heterogeneity that is
often demonstrated. A recent study by Katona et al39

challenges the traditional notion that a primary
melanoma is derived from a single transformed cell.
Furthermore, the study found independent origin
for separate melanoma metastases that presumably
arose from the same primary tumor. Overall the
majority of metastases in the study shared common
clonal origin with the primary tumor.

Studies have validated that certain loci frequently
show LOH at different stages of tumor progression.
Many reports have shown that primary melanomas
most frequently demonstrate LOH on chromosome 9
in the region of a well-known tumor suppressor
gene, p16INK4.19,21,38,40,41 Interestingly, this region
was the second most frequent site of LOH in
our primary melanomas, with LOH at 10q found
most frequently. LOH at 10q was also found
most frequently and in higher proportion in the

epidermotropic metastatic melanomas. The marker
used in this study represents the site at 10q26,
which is very near to tumor suppressor genes,
PTEN/MMAC and MXI1, which have both been
described as showing allelic losses in melano-
mas.21,38,42 As epidermotropic metastases represent
a somewhat unique form of melanoma metastasis,
the question arises of whether perhaps the 10q loci
may be of greater importance in this relationship of
melanoma with epidermotropic metastases. Further
study with larger sample size would be required to
investigate this possibility. In the current study,
LOH at 1p and 6q was also a frequent finding in the
epidermotropic metastatic melanomas confirming
past investigations that have found frequent LOH at
these sites in various subtypes of melanoma meta-
stases.19,38

In conclusion, we found that primary melanomas
and their epidermotropic metastatic melanomas
have LOH at various microsatellite regions on
chromosomes 1p, 6q, 9p, 10q, 11q, and 18q.
Additionally, nonrandom X-chromosome inactiva-
tion is seen in the majority of cases in women. In
many of the cases, concordant LOH was seen in
primary melanomas and their corresponding epi-
dermotropic metastatic melanomas, suggesting clon-
ally related lesions. However, variable patterns
within the same case indicate that, whereas some
epidermotropic metastatic melanomas are clonally
related to the primary, others are of independent
origin. Furthermore, independent origin was
shown in one case, indicating that some cases
likely represent divergent clones or de novo primary
lesions rather than true metastases. Additional
testing is warranted to determine if LOH and
clonality assays are useful in delineating epidermo-
tropic metastatic melanomas from new primary
melanomas.
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